Therapists and therapies for post-thoracotomy neuralgia.
An unknown number of patients who undergo thoracic surgery develop post-thoracotomy neuralgia (PTN). Many seek a cure. As with other chronic, benign pain conditions, a variety of treatment modalities may be offered by different specialists. Results of therapy in terms of patient satisfaction are not known. A record of 73 patients with PTN was made. It has been used to measure the incidence, the natural and therapeutic history and the success of the management of PTN. Over 70% of the cases received three or more of the treatment modalities and regimens that have been reputed to be of value. More than 50% were referred to three different types of specialist. No patient claimed to have become free of symptoms as a result of treatment and a significant proportion, not clearly defined, implied that therapy was either more disabling than PTN or made it worse. Side effects of drugs were blamed for the former, and invasive treatments, aimed at nociceptive pathways, were incriminated in the latter. It is reasoned that about 5% of patients undergoing thoracic surgery may require resources for the management of PTN. No patient studied thought that conventional treatments had brought about a cure. Some treatments, known to be deleterious, remain extant. This information reflects and corroborates that from other studies which suggests that multidisciplinary approaches are more appropriate for chronic benign pain conditions than management by isolated physicians using specific therapies.